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INT. TEXAN-STYLE STEAKHOUSE

A poster hangs on the wall: “Old Pete’s Steakhouse Challenge: 
TONIGHT”.

The restaurant is bustling with tables and chairs full of 
diners, steaks, fries and general food debris.

At one end of the room, facing the diners, is a large table 
with four chairs and three competitors. Behind the table sits 
a large digital display clock set at 30 minutes.

The three competitors, BIG AL, BIG STEVE and BIG DAVE, are 
all various states of large with an assortment of checked 
shirts, tattoos, sweat patches and sideburns between them.

BIG AL
Got my fork, my knife, sauce, bib 
... OH YEAH, ALRIGHT!

He checks his place setting whilst whooping himself and the 
other diners into a state of mediocre excitement.

BIG STEVE
Who’s the daddy? I said, WHO’S THE 
DADDY?

This gets a larger cheer from the crowd. A few of the diners 
stand to get a better view of the contest, whilst slurping on 
their refilled glasses of soda.

The third contestant, Big Dave, begins his regular chant 
which the crowd continue.

BIG DAVE
“Big Dave can, Big Dave will, Big 
Dave eats steak til he’s ill!”

The excitement builds as OLD PETE (65, wrinkled, slightly 
stooped but with the muscular body of an ex-fighter) steps 
out with a microphone.

OLD PETE
Let’s hear it for the Steakhouse 
Challenge, YEAH!

The crowd go as wild as forty-odd people eating dinner can.

OLD PETE (CONT’D)
Please welcome back Big Al, Big 
Steve, Big Dave...

Each name is greeted with a cheer.

OLD PETE (CONT’D)
.. And our newest competitor, if 
they’re ready?



He glances towards the side of the restaurant.

OLD PETE (CONT’D)
Please welcome for the first time 
... Mrs. Enid Winkleman!

ENID WINKLEMAN (83, 5ft in shoes, carries a stick) slowly 
shuffles towards the competitors’ table.

The crowd grows quieter as they lean forward or stand to see 
this tiny white-haired creature approach the table. She waves 
her hankie and smiles broadly at the crowd.

OLD PETE (CONT’D)
Ok folks, here we go. On your 
marks, get set ... GO!

The clock begins. The three men tuck straight into their 
enormous bloody steaks. Shreds of meat and sauce splatter the 
table.

Enid Winkleman tucks her hankie into the neck of her white 
lace collar and arranges a napkin on her lap. She lowers her 
head and mumbles a few words of grace.

The crowd are now all standing and cheering on the 
competitors. The three men make good progress into their 
steaks, knocking elbows, grunting and sweating.

Enid picks up her cutlery, pauses, then mutters to herself.

ENID WINKLEMAN
Oh silly me. Won’t be needed these!

She laughs with a tinkle and puts down the knife and fork.

She picks up both sides of the enormous steak and slowly 
raises it to her mouth.

As she goes to take the first bite her mouth opens wider and 
wider until her jaw dislocates with a small pop.

She raises her head and lowers the entire steak inside her 
mouth until the last part disappears from view, and is 
swallowed whole. She gulps.

ENID WINKLEMAN (CONT’D)
Hmm, lovely!

The three men stop eating their steaks. Big Steve turns white 
and faints with a crash headfirst into his plate.

Enid Winkleman wipes a small speck from the side of her 
mouth, as Old Pete moves forward, staring, to stop the clock.

ENID WINKLEMAN (CONT’D)
Anything for pudding, ducky?
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